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Pursuant to 35 U.S.C. § 311, Petitioner Arthrex, Inc. (“Arthrex” or
“Petitioner”) requests inter partes review of Claims 1-18 of U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663 (“the ‘663 Patent,” attached as Ex. 1003; prosecution history attached as
Ex. 1004). The challenged claims are unpatentable over the prior art patents and
publications identified and applied in this Petition (the “Petition”).
I.

INTRODUCTION
The ’663 Patent is directed to a medical implant, commonly known as a suture

anchor, which is used to reattach soft tissue that may have torn away from bone. The
implant is essentially a bone-piercing tip and a cylinder. In surgery, a surgeon uses
the bone-piercing tip of the implant to pierce through bone and then uses the cylinder
to lock the bone-piercing tip in place. Suture secured to the bone-piercing tip may
then be used to tie the torn tissue back down to the surface of the bone where it may
heal. Some claims relate to combinations of the bone-piercing tip, cylinder, and an
inserter, while other claims relate to a method of use. All claims, however, relate to
the detail of the bone-piercing tip itself.
The ’663 Patent purports to identify a problem with conventional suture
anchors. The ’663 Patent states that, allegedly, “there is a need for methods and
devices that allow easy arthroscopic attachment of a suture to a bone anchor after
the anchor is inserted into the bone without the use of knot tying.” ’663 Patent at
1:49-52. The ’663 Patent solves these alleged problems by providing the bone1
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piercing tip with a pointed tip, which provides the ability to “easily pierce through
soft tissue and bone.” ’663 Patent at 3:6-16. The ’663 Patent also affixes suture to
the bone-piercing tip, which eliminates the need to tie knots when attaching the
suture to soft tissue. ’663 Patent at 10:54-64.
However, these alleged solutions were known in the prior art. In particular, it
was known, prior to the filing of the ’663 Patent, to provide a knotless suture anchor
from Meridew (Ex. 1005), which teaches a suture anchor that secures suture without
knots. As explained in detail below, Meridew anticipates the claims. Even under a
narrow reading of the claims, Meridew suggests that its anchor could include “an
impacting tip or self-drilling thread,” which suggests that the claims are obvious.
Meridew at 2:44-49.
Burkhart (Ex. 1006) is another knotless suture anchor, and in fact is Arthrex’s
own disclosure. Burkhart does not expressly teach a suture anchor with a pointed
tip. Instead, Burkhart forms a pilot hole in bone using either a drill or a punch before
insertion of the Burkhart anchor. Burkhart at [0026]. However, it was known to
provide a suture anchor with a pointed tip, which allows the suture anchor itself to
punch into bone. Such an arrangement eliminates the need to pre-drill or pre-punch
a pilot opening.
Pietrzak (Ex. 1007), for example, relates to an anchor with a pointed tip, and
explains that its pointed tip eliminates the need for pre-drilling. Pietrzak at 2:45-50.
2
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Similarly, Goble (Ex. 1008) teaches an anchor with a pointed tip, also to avoid predrilling. Goble at 1:32-47 and 2:21-31.
It would have been obvious to modify Burkhart in view of either Pietrzak or
Goble to arrive at the claimed invention. Again, knotless suture anchors were known
in the art, and providing an anchor with a pointed tip was a known alternative to
forming a pilot opening by pre-drilling or pre-punching.
II.

MANDATORY NOTICES
A.

Real Party-In-Interest (37 CFR § 42.8(b)(1))

Arthrex, Inc. is the real party-in-interest for the instant Petition.
B.

Related Matters (37 CFR § 42.8(b)(2))

The ’663 Patent has been asserted as a counterclaim against Arthrex by Patent
Owner KFx Medical LLC (“KFx”) (KFx’s Answer attached as Ex. 1009 1 ) in
litigation pending in the United States District Court for the District of New Jersey,
Case No. 3:15-cv-06580-PGS-LHG, captioned Arthrex, Inc. v. Joseph Tauro et al.
The counterclaim asserting infringement was first filed on September 1, 2015.

1

Arthrex originally filed this litigation in a state court in New Jersey. After KFx’s

answer was filed, the case was removed to the United States District Court for the
District of New Jersey.
3
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C.

Lead and Back-up Counsel (37 CFR § 42.8(b)(3))

Petitioner provides the following designation of counsel:
Lead counsel
Back-up counsel
Back-up counsel
Back-up counsel

Anthony P. Cho (Reg. No. 47,209)
Brian S. Tobin (Reg. No. 66,186)
John M. Siragusa (Reg. No. 46,174)
Timothy J. Murphy (Reg. No. 64,613)

of Carlson, Gaskey & Olds, P.C., 400 West Maple Road, Suite 350,
Birmingham, MI 48009.
A power of attorney from Arthrex to Carlson, Gaskey & Olds, P.C. (Customer
Number 26096) is being filed concurrently with these mandatory notices in
compliance with 37 CFR 42.10(b).
D.

Service Information (37 CFR § 42.8(b)(4))

Counsel for Petitioner consents to electronic service of all documents by
email:

to

acho@cgolaw.com,

btobin@cgolaw.com,

jsiragusa@cgolaw.com,

tmurphy@cgolaw.com with a courtesy copy sent to kfx-iprs@cgolaw.com.
III.

PAYMENT OF FEES
Pursuant to 37 CFR § 42.103, the $9,000 request fee is being paid at the time

of filing this petition, charged to Deposit Account No. 50-1482, in the name of
Carlson, Gaskey & Olds, P.C. Should any further fees be required at any time during
the inter partes review proceedings, the Patent Trial and Appeal Board is hereby
authorized to charge the above-referenced Deposit Account.

4
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IV.

STANDING
Petitioner certifies that it has standing pursuant to 37 CFR § 42.104(a).

Petitioner certifies that the ’663 Patent is available for inter partes review and that
Petitioner is not barred or estopped from requesting an inter partes review of the
’663 Patent.
In particular, KFx first alleged Arthrex of infringement of the ’663 patent in
a counterclaim filed September 1, 2015. Thus, the present Petition is timely. See,
e.g., St. Jude Medical v. Volcano Corp., IPR2013-00258 (Paper 29, Decision dated
October 16, 2013).
V.

REQUEST FOR INTER PARTES REVIEW OF CLAIMS 1-18 OF THE
’663 PATENT
Pursuant to 37 CFR § 42.104(b), Petitioner requests that the Board find

Claims 1-18 of the ’663 Patent unpatentable. Ultimately, Petitioner requests
cancellation of these claims.
A.

Technology Background

The ’663 Patent is directed to the field of surgical devices, and in particular to
“devices and methods for securing soft tissue to a rigid material such as bone.” ’663
Patent at 1:23-24. Such devices include surgical implant anchors—often called

5
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“suture anchors”2—for attaching soft tissue to bone. Id. at 1:26-35; 1:56-65.
Soft tissue, such as a ligament, may tear from the bone of an individual,
causing impairment of the injured area. In the event of such a tear, suture anchors
may be used to reattach soft tissue to bone. Id. at 1:26-35; 1:56-65. In general, in
surgery, suture anchors are implanted into bone and receive suture, which ties the
soft tissue back to the bone. Id. at 1:56-2:2.
Suture anchors have existed for over a hundred years since a German doctor
by the name Georg Perthes used self-punching “U”-shaped nails with preattached
suture to perform surgery in 1904. See Ex. 1010. The ’663 Patent makes use of the
same self-punching principles that have been around for over a century.
B.

The Alleged Invention of Claims 1-18 of the ’663 Patent

The ’663 Patent relates to a suture anchor and method of implanting the same.
The suture anchor includes a “substantially hollow cylinder,” and a “bone-piercing
tip.” ’663 Patent, Claim 1. The substantially hollow cylinder is illustrated at element
650, in Figure 10A below, and the bone-piercing tip (element 656) is further detailed
in Figure 11. The claims recite “proximal,” “medial,” and “distal” portions of the bonepiercing tip, which are also labeled below for ease of reference.

2

The ’663 Patent refers to such devices by a lesser-used name, “bone anchors,” but

the difference in terminology is not significant in this proceeding.
6
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proximal
bone-piercing tip
“medial”
distal

“substantially
hollow cylinder”
bone-piercing tip

The ’663 patent primarily relates to the detail of the bone-piercing tip,
illustrated in Figure 11, on the right-hand side, above. According to the ‘663 Patent,
the distal portion of the bone-piercing tip includes a pointed tip that allows “the
anchor to pierce through soft tissue and bone.” ’663 Patent at 10:49-50; 10:55-56.
The “medial” portion (670) includes an aperture (672) for capturing suture Id. at
10:53-54. The proximal end of the tip attaches to an anchor inserter “through a wire
or any other suitable means.” Id. at 10:65-67.
The method claims of the ’663 Patent are all directed to how the abovedescribed apparatus is used during a surgical procedure.
C.

Applicable Priority Date

The ’663 Patent was filed on November 19, 2013. The ’663 Patent is a
continuation of U.S. Application No. 14/019,162 (now Patent No. 9,044,226; ’226
7
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Patent attached as Ex. 1001 and File History attached as Ex. 1002), filed September
5, 2013, which is a continuation of U.S. Application No. 12/549,105, filed August
27, 2009 (now Patent No. 8,529,601; ’601 Patent attached as Ex. 1011 and File
History attached as Ex. 1012) and which is a divisional of U.S. Application No.
11/143,007, filed June 1, 2005 (now Patent No. 7,585,311; ’311 Patent attached as
Ex. 1013 and File History attached as Ex. 1014). The ’007 Application claims
priority to three provisional patent applications (“Provisional Applications”):
60/576,477 (filed June 2, 2004; Ex. 1015), 60/610,924 (filed September 17, 2004;
Ex. 1016), and 60/634,174 (filed December 7, 2004; Ex. 1017).
While the ’663 Patent claims priority to June 2, 2004, the Provisional
Applications do not provide written description support for Claims 1-18 of the ’663
Patent. Arthrex submits that the applicable priority date for Claims 1-18 of the ’663
Patent is June 1, 2005, which is the filing date of the first-filed non-provisional
application (i.e., the ’007 Application).
As noted above, Claims 1-18 of the ’663 Patent relate to the detail of the bonepiercing tip, including the distal portion with a pointed tip, the medial portion, and
the proximal portion. The embodiment shown in Figures 10A and 11 of the ’663
Patent is the only embodiment that supports Claims 1-18 of the ’663 Patent. The
embodiment of Figures 10A and 11, however, was not present in the Provisional
Applications. Thus, the priority date of Claims 1-18 is June 1, 2005.
8
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D.

Summary of Relevant Prosecution History

The originally filed claims of the ’663 Patent were relatively broad. Ex. 1004
at 157-159. The original claims were all rejected under § 102(b) for being anticipated
by DiPoto (U.S. Patent No. 5,957,953; Ex. 1018). Ex. 1004 at 121-123. The
Examiner also raised Stone (U.S. Patent No. 7,713,285; Ex. 1024) and Le (U.S.
Patent No. 5,545,180; Ex. 1025) relative to the claims. Ex. 1004 at 30, 65.
DiPoto discloses a suture anchor 60 having an inner member 64 and an outer
member 62. See DiPoto at Figures 4-5 and 7:16-30. Stone also discloses an anchor
500 (See Stone at Figures 23-24) as does Le (See Le at Figure 15). The DiPoto, Stone,
and Le anchors are pictured below.
DiPoto (Fig. 4)

Stone (Figure 24)

Le (Figure 3)

Claimed “bonepiercing tip” (Fig.
11)

To overcome DiPoto, Stone, and Le, KFx substantially amended the claims to
detail the differences between the KFx bone-piercing tip and DiPoto/Stone/Le. Ex.
9
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1004 at 50-60. The amendments to Claim 1 of the ’663 Patent, for example, were
significant. An as-amended version of Claim 1 is reproduced below with KFx’s
additions underlined and deletions stricken. While only Claim 1 is reproduced
below, the other independent claims were amended in substantially the same way to
distinguish DiPoto/Stone/Le.
1. (CURRENTLY AMENDED) A bone implant,
comprising:
a substantially hollow cylinder comprising bone engaging
protrusions configured to prevent removal of the
implant from bone; and
a bone-piercing tip that comprises
a distal portion comprising a pointed tip configured
to pierce through bone and having a
maximum diameter at its proximal end,
a medial portion comprising a transverse suture
aperture and having a constant diameter
along its length that is smaller than the distal
portion maximum diameter, and
a proximal portion having a constant diameter along
its length that is smaller diameter than the
medial portion diameter and configured to
couple to an inserter, wherein the proximal
portion of the bone-piercing tip is configured
to be positioned within a distal portion of the
substantially hollow cylinder and not extend
to a proximal end of the substantially hollow
cylinder,
wherein the bone-piercing tip has a length that is shorter
than the length of the substantially hollow cylinder,
and
wherein the substantially hollow cylinder has an inner
diameter that is smaller than the bone piercing tip
distal portion maximum diameter.
10
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In response to the above amendments, the Examiner issued a Notice of
Allowance and stated that the amendment was sufficient to overcome the prior art
of record. Ex. 1004 at 30.
However, as shown in this Petition, the Examiner did not consider several
highly relevant references.
E.

Patents and Printed Publication Relied Upon in this Petition

The prior art references discussed below are available as prior art against the
’663 Patent. Again, Claims 1-18 have a priority date of June 1, 2005.
1.

Meridew

U.S. Patent No. 7,976,565 to Meridrew (“Meridrew,” attached as Ex. 1005)
was filed on December 7, 2004, and is thus available as prior art under § 102(e).
Meridrew was not cited during prosecution of the ’663 Patent.
2.

Fucci

U.S. Patent No. 5,827,291 to Fucci (“Fucci,” attached as Ex. 1019) is
available as prior art under § 102(b) and was not considered by the Examiner during
prosecution of the ’663 Patent. While a patent related to Fucci was cited during
prosecution of the ’663 Patent (e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,697,950 to Fucci was cited),
Petitioner submits that Fucci tends to show that at least dependent Claims 3-4 and
11-12 are unpatentable.
3.

Schmieding
11
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U.S. Patent No. 6,511,499 to Schmieding (“Schmieding,” attached as Ex.
1020) is available as prior art under § 102(b), and was not considered by the
Examiner during prosecution of the ’663 Patent.
4.

Anspach

U.S. Patent No. 5,741,282 to Anspach (“Anspach,” attached as Ex. 1021) is
available as prior art under § 102(b) and was not considered by the Examiner during
the prosecution of the ’663 Patent.
5.

Pietrzak

U.S. Patent No. 5,527,342 to Pietrzak (“Pietrzak,” attached as Ex. 1007) is
available as prior art under § 102(b). Pietrzak was not cited during prosecution of
the ’663 Patent.
6.

Goble

U.S. Patent No. 5,141,520 to Goble (“Goble,” attached as Ex. 1008) is
available as prior art under § 102(b) and was not considered by the Examiner during
prosecution of the ’663 Patent.
7.

Burkhart

U.S. Published Patent Application No. 2004/0093031 to Burkhart et al.
(“Burkhart,” attached as Ex. 1006) was published May 13, 2004, and is thus
available as prior art under § 102(b). Although Burkhart was cited during
prosecution of the ’663 Patent, the Examiner did not consider several references
12
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which, when combined with Burkhart, render the claimed combination obvious.
F.

Level of Ordinary Skill

A person having ordinary skill in the art (POSA) related to the ’663 patent
would have (1) at least a B.S. or equivalent degree; and (2) at least two years’
experience designing, developing, testing, or performing surgeries with implantable
medical devices. Declaration of Dr. Steve E. Jordan, M.D., Ex. 1027, (“Jordan
Dec.”) at ¶ 28. A POSA would have the ability to understand and apply the prior art
references discussed herein. Id. at ¶ 28.
VI.

CLAIM CONSTRUCTION
In this proceeding, claim terms should be given their broadest reasonable

interpretation (BRI) in light of the specification. 37 CFR § 42.100(b). This section
proposes constructions that would not necessarily be consistent with the judicial
standard for claim construction established by Phillips v. AWH Corp., 415 F.3d 1303
(Fed. Cir. 2005).
Indeed, at times Petitioner offers constructions that substantially comport to
KFx’s apparent claim construction positions3 in the corresponding district court case

3

While the parties have not exchanged proposed claim constructions in the related

district court proceeding, KFx has served infringement contentions on Arthrex.
KFx’s infringement contentions are evidence of KFx’s apparent constructions.
13
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to illustrate how the claims are unpatentable even under KFx’s own constructions.
As such, any construction offered by Petitioner herein should not be deemed an
admission that KFx’s construction is the proper construction under Phillips.
A.

“Constant Diameter Along its Length”—Claims 1, 8, and 13

Independent claims 1, 8, and 13 each recite: “the proximal portion has a
constant diameter along its length” and “the medial portion has a constant diameter
along its length.” (emphasis added). Arthrex proposes that these phrases be
construed to require a “constant diameter” along a portion of the lengths of the
proximal and medial portions, respectively.
Although Figure 11 of the ’663 Patent shows a preferred embodiment, the
claims do not require the proximal and medial portions to have constant diameters
along their entire lengths. Bell Atl. Network Servs v. Covad Communs. Grp., 262
F.3d 1258, 1273 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (“[I]t is generally impermissible to limit claim
terms by a preferred embodiment or inferences drawn from the description of a
preferred embodiment.”), and see In re Am. Acad. of Sci. Tech. Ctr., 367 F.3d 1359,
1369 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“We have cautioned against reading limitations into a claim
from the preferred embodiment described in the specification, even if it is the only
embodiment described”); see also Jordan Dec. at ¶ 38. In other words, the “along its
length” language should not limit the claims to the detail of the embodiment of the
bone-piercing tip shown in the ’663 Patent at Figure 11. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 39.
14
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Arthrex’s proposed construction is proper for at least these reasons.
B.

“Bone-Piercing Tip”—Independent Claims 1, 8, and 13

Independent claims 1, 8, and 13 recite a “bone-piercing tip.” Arthrex proposes
that the term “bone-piercing tip” should be construed, under the BRI of the term
“pierce,” as being a tip configured to force or make way through bone.
The ’663 Patent does not define the term “pierce” or “bone-piercing.” Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 40. Further, the term “pierce” does not have a special meaning in the
medical field, and thus “pierce” takes on its ordinary meaning even in the medical
field. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 43. Dictionary definitions support a BRI of “pierce” as
“forcing or making a way through.” See Meriam-Webster, 11th Edition, 2003 (Ex.
1022) and American Heritage Desk Dictionary, 2005 (Ex. 1023); see also Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 42. Thus, Arthrex’s construction is proper.
C.

“Pointed”—Independent Claims 1, 8, and 13

Independent claims 1, 8, and 13 each recite a “pointed tip.” Arthrex proposes
that term “pointed tip” should be construed, under the BRI of the term “pointed,” as
being a tip that is tapered.
The ’663 Patent does not define the term “pointed.” Jordan Dec. at ¶ 44. While
the preferred embodiment of the ’663 Patent shows a tip that tapers to a sharp point
at a terminal end thereof, the claims merely require a “pointed tip.” See, e.g., Bell
Atl. Network Servs., cited supra. Further, the term “pointed” does not have a special
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meaning in the medical field, and thus “pointed” takes on its ordinary meaning (even
when used in the medical field). Jordan Dec. at ¶ 47. The term “pointed” merely
requires “having a sharpened or tapered tip or end.” See American Heritage Desk
Dictionary, 2005 (Ex. 1023); Jordan Dec. at ¶ 45. A “tapered” tip does not
necessarily terminate at a sharp point at its terminal end. Rather, the tip can generally
be tapered, and still be “pointed.” A tip can be “tapered” and still have a blunted or
softened terminal end. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 46.
D.

“Deformable Under Axial Stress”—Claim 5

Claim 5 recites “wherein a wall of the substantially hollow cylinder is
deformable under axial stress.” Claim 5 depends from Claim 1 which is directed to
a “bone implant,” and is thus an apparatus claim.
For purposes of this inter partes review, Arthrex’s position is that Claim 5 is
a non-limiting statement of intended use. Further, the term “deformable” is broad,
especially considering that nearly every structure is deformable in response to a
certain amount of axial stress. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 48.
Per MPEP § 2173.05(g), “[a] functional limitation must be evaluated and
considered… for what it fairly conveys to a person of ordinary skill in the pertinent
art in the context in which it is used.” The language in Claim 5 is so broad that it
could apply to nearly any structure. Claim 5 does not provide any meaningful limit
to the level of “axial stress” recited in the claim, nor does Claim 5 define the type of
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“deformation” that would occur in response to that axial stress.
While the ’663 Patent discloses a substantially hollow cylinder that deforms
to deploy lateral wings 660, Claim 5 is much broader. Again, the detail of the
specification cannot be read into the claims. See, e.g., Bell Atl. Network Servs., cited
supra. Accordingly, Arthrex’s proposed construction is proper.
E.

Relative Axial Movement—Claims 9 and 17

Dependent Claim 9 of the ’663 Patent recites: “wherein the inner tube is
configured to move axially relative to the outer sleeve.” Dependent Claim 17 of the
’663 Patent similarly recites “moving the inner tube axially relative to the outer
sleeve moves the distal portion of the bone-piercing tip closer to a proximal end of
the substantially hollow cylinder.”
Under BRI, Arthrex proposes that these phrases should be construed to merely
require relative movement between the inner tube and the outer sleeve, regardless of
which element is truly moving and which one is stationary. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 49. This
construction is consistent with the position KFx has taken during litigation when
asserting infringement of Arthrex’s SwiveLock SP device.
Under one reading of the claims, the “inner tube” must be the component that
moves relative to the axial tube. In the SwiveLock SP, however, the inner tube is
fixed, and the outer tube moves. When asserting infringement, KFx apparently
interprets the claims as reading on any relative movement between the inner tube
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and the outer sleeve. While Arthrex disputes this construction, Arthrex has
demonstrated how the claims are unpatentable even under KFx’s construction.
F.

“Bone-Engaging Protrusions”—Claims 1 and 8

Independent Claim 1 of the ’663 Patent recites “a substantially hollow
cylinder comprising bone-engaging protrusions configured to prevent removal of the
implant from bone.” Independent Claim 8 of the ’663 Patent similarly recites “a
substantially hollow cylinder having bone-engaging protrusions.”
Under BRI, Arthrex’s position is that the claimed “bone-engaging
protrusions” could be any “protrusion” that contacts bone and prevents removal of
the implant from bone. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 50.
Despite the broad claim language, the ’663 Patent discloses specialized “boneengaging protrusions” as the lateral wings 660, which deploy when the substantially
hollow cylinder 650 is under axial stress. See ’663 Patent at 10:21-44, Figure 10A
(left) and 10B (right); see also Jordan Dec. at ¶ 50.

At least in this proceeding, however, it is impermissible to limit claims to the
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preferred embodiment in the specification. See Bell Atl. Network Servs., cited supra.
Claims 1 and 8 include the broad language “protrusion.” If KFx intended to recite
the detail of the cylinder 650 including laterally deployable wings 660, they could
have done so, but did not. Instead, the claims broadly recite a “protrusion.”
Accordingly, Arthrex’s construction is proper.
VII. GROUNDS FOR UNPATENTABILITY OF EACH CLAIM
Ground Basis
1
102(e)
2
3
4

103(a)
103(a)
103(a)

5

103(a)

6

103(a)

7

103(a)
A.

Prior art
Meridew

Claims
1-10, 13-15, and
17
Meridew in view Fucci or Schmieding
11-12
Meridew in view of Anspach
16
Meridew in view of Pietrzak or Goble, 1-18
Fucci or Schmieding, and Anspach
Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble
1-2, 5-10, 13-15,
and 17-18
Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble 3-4 and 11-12
and further in view of Fucci or
Schmieding
Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble 16
and further in view of Anspach

Ground 1: Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17-18 are Anticipated by
Meridew

Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17-18 are anticipated by U.S. Patent No. 7,976,565 to
Meridew (“Meridew,” Ex. 1005). Meridew’s Figure 3A is annotated below.
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Proximal portion
Medial

portion

with aperture
Distal portion

While Meridew’s tip 32 is generally conical (Meridew at 3:14-15), Meridew’s
tip 32 is pointed because it is tapered. Further, Meridew’s anchor is configured to
force its way through bone, and is thus bone-piercing. See Figures 4A-4C, and
Meridew at 2:44-49; Jordan Dec. at ¶ 64-65.
Claim
1

1[a]

1[b]

U.S. Patent No.
Meridrew
8,926,663
1. A bone
Meridew discloses a bone implant, including sleeve
implant,
20 and suture receiving portion 22. See, e.g.,
comprising:
Meridew’s Abstract. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 67.
a substantially
hollow cylinder
comprising
bone-engaging
protrusions
configured to
prevent removal
of the implant
from bone; and
a bone-piercing
tip that
comprises

Meridew’s sleeve 20, including first and second
ends 64, 66, is a substantially hollow cylinder. See,
e.g., Figure 4C. Meridrew also discloses securement
devices 68 on an external surface 70 of sleeve 20.
The at least one securement device 68 can be a ring
and aids in engagement of the suture anchor in a
hole in bone. See col. 4, lines 31-38. Jordan Dec. at
¶ 68.
Meridew has a tip (insert 18) configured to force or
make way through bone. Meridew at 2:44-49 (“[I]t
will be understood that a suture anchor including an
20
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Meridrew
impacting tip or self-drilling thread may be
provided.”). See also, Meridew at Figures 4A-4C.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 69.

Insert
18
forces/makes
way through
bone

Contour of tip 32
matches impression
in bone hole, which
suggests tip 32 is
bone piercing
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Claim
1[b][1]

1[b][2]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
a distal portion
comprising a
pointed tip
configured to
pierce through
bone and having
a maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,
a medial portion
comprising a
transverse
suture aperture
and having a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and

Meridrew
Meridew discloses a distal portion (tip 32) having a
tip having a maximum diameter at its proximal end.
The distal portion is tapered and thus pointed. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 70.

Meridew discloses a cylindrical body 34, which
provides a medial portion. The cylindrical body 34
has a constant diameter along its length, and has a
suture aperture 36. See Figure 3A, below. The
diameter of the cylindrical body 34 is less than the
maximum diameter of the tip 32. Jordan Dec. at ¶
71.

Medial
portion
1[b][3]

a proximal
portion having a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
medial portion
diameter and
configured to
couple to an
inserter,

Meridew’s cylindrical body 34 has a smaller
diameter at its proximal end, as is evident from
Meridew’s figures. This portion of the cylindrical
body 34 is also configured to couple to an inserter at
26. See, e.g., Figures 3A and 4A. Jordan Dec. at ¶
72.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Meridrew

Proximal portion

Proximal portion

1[b][4]

wherein the
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the

As shown in, for example, Meridew’s Figure 4C, the
proximal portion of the suture receiving portion 22
is positioned within the sleeve 20 and does not
extend to a proximal end of the sleeve 20. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 73.
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Claim

1[c]

1[d]

2

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
substantially
hollow cylinder
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,

Meridrew

wherein the
bone-piercing
tip has a length
that is shorter
than the length
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
and
wherein the
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
maximum
diameter.
2. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein the
proximal

The length of the suture receiving portion 22, when
broken-away at section 26, is shorter than the length
of the sleeve 20. See Figures 4C, 5A, and 5B.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 74.

Proximal
portion

The sleeve 20 has an inner diameter that is smaller
than the maximum diameter of the tip 32. See, e.g.,
Figure 4C. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 75.

The proximal portion is a portion of Meridew’s
“cylindrical body 34,” and is thus cylindrical. See,
e.g., Figure 2. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 76.
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Claim

3

4

5

U.S. Patent No.
Meridrew
8,926,663
portion is
cylindrical.
The bone
Suture 30 is coupled to the suture receiving portion
implant of claim 22. The suture 30 extends through the sleeve 22. See
1, further
Figures 4C, 5A, and 5B. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 77.
comprising a
suture coupled
to the bonepiercing tip and
extending
through the
substantially
hollow cylinder.
The bone
implant of claim
3, wherein the
suture is
threaded
through the
suture aperture.
5. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein a
wall of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
is deformable
under axial
stress.

Suture 30 is threaded through suture aperture 36.
See Figure 3A, above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 78.

Application of axial force F1, shown in Figure 4B
below, causes sleeve 20 to deform at hinges 76 such
that expanding members 72 extend outward. See
also col. 4, lines 48-51 and Figure 3; col. 5, lines 817. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 79.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

6

6. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein the
bone-piercing
tip is positioned
distally of the
substantially
hollow cylinder.
7. The bone
implant of claim
6, wherein the
bone-piercing
tip contacts the
substantially
hollow cylinder.

7

Meridrew

The tip 32 of the suture receiving portion 22 is
positioned distally of the sleeve 20. See Figure 4C,
5A, and 5B. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 80.

The suture receiving portion 22 contacts the sleeve
20. See, e.g., Figure 3A. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 81.
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Claim
8

8[a]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
8. An inserter
and bone
implant
combination,
comprising:
an inserter,
comprising:

8[a][1]

a handle,

8[a][2]

an outer sleeve
coupled to the
handle and
fixed relative to
the handle, and

Meridrew
Meridew discloses an actuator gun 56, which is part
of an inserter, and a bone implant, including a
sleeve 20 and suture receiving portion 22. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 82.
Meridew discloses an inserter, including an actuator
gun 56. See Meridew at 3:37-57. Jordan Dec. at ¶
83.
The actuator gun 56 includes a handle adjacent
trigger 84. See Meridew’s Figure 4A. Jordan Dec. at
¶ 84.
The actuator gun further includes an outer sleeve
fixed relative to the handle. See the relevant portion
of Figure 4A, labeled below. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 85.

Outer
sleeve

8[a][3]

an inner tube
disposed within
the outer sleeve;
and

End section 24, including among other things
tapered portion 46 and annular body 48, provide an
inner sleeve. The end section 24 is within the outer
sleeve. See Figure 4A, annotated below. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 86.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Meridrew

Outer sleeve

Inner tube

8[b]

8[b][1]

8[b][2]

a bone implant
coupled to the
inserter, the
bone implant
comprising:
a substantially
hollow cylinder
having boneengaging
protrusions, and
a bone-piercing
tip comprising a
distal portion
having a
pointed tip, a
medial portion
having a suture

Meridew discloses a bone implant, including sleeve
20 and suture receiving portion 22. See, e.g.,
Meridew’s Abstract. The bone implant is coupled to
the inserter. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 87.
See 1[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 88.

See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 89.
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Claim

8[b][3]

8[c]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
aperture, and a
proximal
portion,
wherein the
pointed tip has a
maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,
the medial
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and
the proximal
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
medial portion
diameter;
wherein a
portion of the
inner tube
extends distally
through the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and contacts the
bone-piercing
tip,

Meridrew

See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 90-92.

As shown in Figure 2, for example, a portion of the
end section 24 extends distally through the sleeve
20. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 93.
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Claim
8[d]

8[e]

8[f]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
wherein the
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and is
removably
coupled to the
inserter,
wherein the
length of the
bone-piercing
tip is shorter
than the length
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
wherein the
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
maximum
diameter, and

Meridrew
See 1[b][4], above. Further, the suture receiving
portion 22 is removably coupled to the end section
24 via breakaway section 26. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 94.

See 1[c], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 95.

See 1[d], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 96.
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Claim
8[g]

9

10

13

13[a]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
wherein a distal
end of the outer
sleeve is flush
with an open,
proximal end of
the substantially
hollow cylinder.
9. The inserter
and bone
implant
combination of
claim 8,
wherein the
inner tube is
configured to
move axially
relative to the
outer sleeve.
10. The inserter
and bone
implant
combination of
claim 8, further
comprising a
suture coupled
to the bone
implant.
13. A method of
fixating a bone
implant within
bone,
comprising:
providing a
bone implant,
comprising:

Meridrew
As shown in Figure 4A, the distal end of the outer
sleeve is flush with the open, proximal end of the
sleeve 20. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 97.

The end section 24 is configured to move axially
relative to the outer sleeve. See Meridew at 4:615:17. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 98.

Suture 30 is coupled to the suture receiving portion
22. See Meridew’s Figures. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 99.

Meridew teaches a method for fixating a bone
implant, including sleeve 20 and suture receiving
portion 22, within bone 16. See, e.g., Figures 4A4C. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 100.
Meridew discloses a bone implant, including sleeve
20 and suture receiving portion 22. See, e.g.,
Meridew’s Abstract. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 101.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
Meridrew
8,926,663
13[a][1] a substantially
See 1[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 102.
hollow cylinder,
and
13[a][2] a bone-piercing See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
tip comprising a at ¶ 103-104.
distal portion
having a
pointed tip, a
medial portion
having a suture
aperture, and a
proximal
portion,
13[a][3] wherein the
See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
pointed tip has a at ¶ 105-106.
maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,
the medial
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and
13[a][4] the proximal
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the

See 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 107.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
medial portion
diameter,

Meridrew

13[a][5] wherein the
See 1[b][4], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 108.
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
13[a][6] wherein the
See 1[c], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 109.
length of the
bone-piercing
tip is shorter
than the length
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
and
13[a][7] wherein the
See 1[d], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 110.
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
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Claim

13[b]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
maximum
diameter;

providing an
inserter,
comprising:
13[b][1] a handle, an
outer sleeve
fixed to the
handle, and
an inner tube
positioned
within the outer
sleeve,
13[b][2] wherein the
bone implant is
coupled to a
distal end of the
inserter and a
suture material
passes through
the suture
aperture of the
bone implant;
13[c] piercing bone
with the bonepiercing tip;
13[d] moving the
inner tube
axially relative
to the outer
sleeve;
13[e] detaching the
bone implant
from the
inserter; and

Meridrew

See 8[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 111.
See 8[a][1], 8[a][2], and 8[a][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 112.

Meridew discloses a bone implant, including sleeve
20 and suture receiving portion 22. See, e.g.,
Meridew’s Abstract.
Suture 30 is coupled to the suture receiving portion
22. See Meridew’s Figures. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 113114.

Meridew has a tip (insert 18) configured to force or
make way through bone. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 115.
The end section 24 is moveable relative to the outer
sleeve. See Meridew at 4:61-5:17. Jordan Dec. at ¶
116.
The breakaway section 26 allows the end section 24
to break away from the suture receiving portion 22.
See Figures 4A-4C and 3:24-5:17. Jordan Dec. at ¶
117.
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Claim
13[f]

14

15

17

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
withdrawing the
inserter from
the bone, such
that the suture
material and the
bone implant
remain within
the bone.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein the
outer sleeve
holds a
proximal end of
the bone
implant steady
during insertion.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein the
inner tube
pushes against
the bonepiercing tip
while piercing
bone with the
bone-piercing
tip.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein moving
the inner tube
axially relative
to the outer
sleeve moves
the distal
portion of the

Meridrew
See Figure 4C. When the end section 24 is brokenaway, it is withdrawn, leaving the suture 30, sleeve
20, and suture receiving portion 22 in bone. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 118.

As shown in Figure 4B, the outer sleeve holds a
proximal end of the sleeve 20 steady during
insertion. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 119.

Meridew’s end section 24 is used to push against the
suture receiving portion when piercing bone. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 120.

The end section 24 is configured to move axially
relative to the outer sleeve. Doing so moves the
suture receiving portion 22 closer to the proximal
end of the sleeve 20. See Meridew at 4:61-5:17 and
Figures 4A-4C. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 121.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
bone-piercing
tip closer to a
proximal end of
the substantially
hollow cylinder.

Meridrew

Accordingly, Meridew anticipates Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17.
A.

Ground 2: Claims 11-12 are Obvious over Meridew in view of
Schmieding or Fucci

Claims 11-12 are obvious over Meridew in view of Schmieding or Fucci.
These claims relate to a retention suture being used to connect the bone implant to
the driver, and further relate to the way in which the retention suture is provided
relative to the handle. Schmieding and Fucci teach connecting an implant to an
inserter using a retention suture. That suture is then routed through the inserter and
exits the inserter adjacent a handle. The Schmieding and Fucci references thus
establish that Claims 11-12 would have been obvious. See, generally, Jordan Dec. at
¶ 122-123.
Claim
11

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
The inserter and
bone implant
combination
of claim 10,
wherein the
suture extends
through an axial

Meridrew and Fucci or Schmeiding
When modified by Fucci or Schmieding, for
example, Meridew will include a suture coupled
to the bone-piercing tip and extending through the
end section 24 and an axial bore of the inserter.
Fucci discloses suture 38, 38a, 38b coupled to a
bone implant 30, 30a and extending through a
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
bore in the inner
tube and an
axial bore in the
handle of the
inserter.

Meridrew and Fucci or Schmeiding
cannulated drive shaft 10 and out a proximal end
20 of a handle portion 16. See, e.g., Figures 1-9;
col. 4, ll. 26-30. In Fucci, the suture is used to
secure a bone implant to the driver 10 “by means
of tension translated to the implant via suture 38
that is passed through the eyelet of the implant.”
Fucci at col. 4, ll. 46-51.
Schmieding discloses suture 32 coupled to a
suture anchor 2. The suture 32 extends through a
cannulated suture anchor driver 34. See, e.g.,
Figure 4. Schmieding explains that “[t]ension on
the suture aids in retaining the suture anchor in
the distal end of the driver.” Schmieding at col. 4,
ll. 45-51.

12

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 124-126.
The inserter and When modified by Fucci or Schmieding, for
bone implant
example, Meridew will include a suture exiting
combination
inserter through a hole in the proximal end of the
of claim 11,
handle of the actuator gun 56.
wherein the
suture exits the In Fucci, the suture 38a, 38b exits the driver 10
inserter through via a throughbore 22 in the proximal end of the
a hole in a
handle portion 16. See, e.g., Figure 9.
proximal end of
the handle.

In Schmieding, the suture 32 exits the cannulated
suture anchor driver 34 through a hole in a
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Meridrew and Fucci or Schmeiding
proximal end of the handle. See, e.g., Figure 4,
above.
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 127-129.

Meridew does not expressly teach “a suture coupled to the bone-piercing tip
and extending through the substantially hollow cylinder” as recited in claim 3. Nor
does Meridew expressly teach the features of claims 11 and 12 “wherein the suture
extends through an axial bore in the inner tube and an axial bore in the handle of the
inserter” and “wherein the suture exits the inserter through a hole in a proximal end
of the handle.”
Fucci discloses a specific type of connector that uses suture to secure a bone
implant to the driver 10 “by means of tension translated to the implant via suture 38
that is passed through the eyelet of the implant.” Fucci at 4:46-51. Likewise,
Schmieding discloses another type of retention suture, and explains that “[t]ension
on the suture aids in retaining the suture anchor in the distal end of the driver.”
Schmieding at 4:45-51.
Accordingly, it would have been obvious to modify Meridew to include the
features recited in claims 11 and 12, in order to hold the eyelet implant in place under
tension which increases the ease of insertion, as taught by Fucci or Schmieding.
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Jordan Dec. at ¶ 133. The claims would have been obvious for at least this reason.
Doing so is not only taught by Fucci and Schmieding, but one skilled in the
art could have combined the elements as claimed by known methods, and each
element, when combined, merely performs the same function as it does separately.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 134. In particular, if Meridew included Fucci’s or Schmieding’s
connector, the connectors of Fucci and Schmieding would perform their same
functions when incorporated into the Meridew anchor as they do alone. Finally, one
skilled in the art would have recognized that the results of the combination were
predictable. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 135. As noted by Dr. Jordan, one could have predicted
how Meridew would function if it included the Fucci or Schmieding connectors
because they would perform the same function in Meridew as they do separately.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 134-135. The claims would have been obvious for at least this
additional reason.
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B.

Ground 3: Claim 16 is Obvious over Meridew in view of Anspach

Dependent claim 16 depends from independent method claim 13, and recites
“further comprising piercing soft tissue with the bone-piercing tip.” Meridew does
not expressly teach piercing soft tissue with a bone-piercing tip. However, Meridew
is certainly capable of piercing soft tissue. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 136. Further, prior art to
Anspach (U.S. Patent No. 5,741,282), for example, teaches piercing soft tissue with
a bone-piercing tip. See Anspach’s Figure 9, copied below:

Soft tissue

Claim 16 would have been obvious since it would merely involve applying a
known technique (piercing soft tissue with a pointed tip) to a similar device in the
same way. See MPEP § 2143 (I)(C). In particular, the prior art contains a “base”
device—Meridew—upon which the claimed invention can allegedly be seen as an
improvement. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 138. However, the prior art contains comparable
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devices in Anspach, which have been improved in the same way as the claimed
invention. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 139. That is, Anspach includes a pointed tip, which
pierces soft tissue. Finally, one skilled in the art could have applied the teachings
from Anspach to Meridew, and the results would have been predictable to one of
ordinary skill in the art. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 140.
C.

Ground 4: Claims 1-18 are obvious over Meridew in view of
Pietrzak or Goble, and further in view of Fucci, Schmieding, and
Anspach

To the extent Patent Owner argues Meridew’s impacting tip is not pointed or
“bone-piercing,” the prior art to Pietrzak and Goble relate to pointed tips that pierce
bone. In view of Pietrzak or Goble, one would have found it obvious to provide
Meridew with the claimed pointed, bone-piercing tip. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 141.
1.

Meridew in view of Pietrzak/Goble renders Claims 1-10, 13-15
and 17 obvious

As noted above, Meridew teaches all elements of Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17.
To the extent Meridew does not expressly teach a pointed, bone-piercing tip,
Meridew generally teaches an “impacting tip.” Meridew at 2:44-49. Meridew further
teaches that its “tip 32 is generally conical in shape, however, any other desired
shape may be used.” Meridew at 3:14-15.
Pietrzak discloses a suture anchor with a pointed tip configured to pierce
through bone and having a maximum diameter at its proximal end, as shown in
Figure 1 below. See also Piertzak at 2:45-50.
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Pointed tip

Distal portion
Proximal end
Further, Goble teaches a similar suture anchor 21, shown in Figure 3 below.
The anchor includes a body 36 that tapers to a pointed end 35. See also Goble at
1:32-47 and 2:21-31.

Pointed tip

Proximal end

Distal
portion

Generally, a claim is unpatentable “if the differences between the subject
matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a
whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art.” 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) (2012). The combination of
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familiar elements according to known methods is likely to be obvious when it does
no more than yield predictable results. KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex, Inc., 550 U.S. 398,
416 (2007). The obviousness inquiry is expansive and flexible. Id. at 415. Any need
or problem known in the field and addressed by the patent can provide a reason for
combining prior art elements in the manner claimed. Id. at 420.
It would have been obvious to modify Meridew in view of Pietrzak or Goble
for at least one or more of the following reasons.
a.

There is a teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the
prior art that would have led one to combine the prior
art teachings to arrive at the claimed invention

As generally noted above, Meridew generally indicates that its tip could take
on any desired shape, and also could be an impacting tip. Meridew at 2:44-49 and
3:14-15. Further, Pietrzak and Goble teach anchors with pointed tips. While not
explicit in Meridew, Meridew may require a pre-drilled or pre-punched hole.
Pietrzak and Goble, on the other hand, eliminate the need for pre-drilling or prepunching a hole. Doing so increases efficiency and also provides a more consistent
hole size, as a pre-drilled hole may not have a uniform diameter due to operator
error, for example. See Jordan Dec. at ¶ 146. In particular, as explained by Dr.
Jordan, “Multiple steps and insertions into the same tunnel increase the chances that
the tunnel opening will be undesirably widened. Inadvertent widening of the tunnel
can result in loose anchors and suboptimal fixation.” Id.
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In light of Pietrzak or Goble, one skilled in the art would have found it obvious
to provide Meridew with a pointed tip to eliminate the need for pre-drilling or prepunching a pilot hole. See Jordan Dec. at ¶ 147.
Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17 would have been obvious for at least this reason.
b.

The claimed invention is merely the result of prior art
elements combined according to known methods to
yield predictable results

In addition to the above reason, Claims 1-10, 13-15, and 17 would have been
obvious because the claimed combination merely requires a combination of prior art
elements according to known methods to yield predictable results. See MPEP § 2143
(I)(A), entitled “Combining Prior Art Elements According to Known Methods To
Yield Predictable Results.”
In particular, one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as
claimed by known methods. When combined, each element merely performs the
same function as it does separately. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 148. In particular, if Meridew
included Pietrzak or Goble’s pointed tip, the pointed tips of Pietrzak and Goble
would perform their same functions when incorporated into the Meridew anchor as
they do independently.
Finally, one skilled in the art would have recognized that the results of the
combination were predictable. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 148. As noted by Dr. Jordan, one
could have predicted (i.e., “would understand the outcome of modifying
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Meridew…”) how Meridew would function if it included the Pietrzak or Goble tips.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 149. The Pietrzak or Goble tips would perform the same function
in Meridew as they would in Pietrzak and Goble, and thus it would have been
predictable. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 149.
c.

The claimed invention is merely a known technique
applied to a similar device in the same way

Additionally, the claimed combination would have been obvious since it
would merely involve applying a known technique (providing an aperture of a suture
passage with a chamfer) to a similar device in the same way. See MPEP § 2143
(I)(C), entitled “Use of Known Technique To Improve Similar Devices (Methods,
or Products) in the Same Way.”
In particular, the prior art contains a “base” device— Meridew—upon which
the claimed invention can allegedly be seen as an improvement. Jordan Dec. at ¶
142. However, the prior art contains comparable devices—also suture anchors—in
Pietrzak and Goble, which have been improved in the same way as the claimed
invention. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 143-144. That is, Pietrzak and Goble includes a pointed
tip, which eliminates the need for pre-drilling a hole. Id.
Finally, one skilled in the art could have applied the pointed tip from Pietrzak
or Goble to Meridew, and the results would have been predictable to one of ordinary
skill in the art. As explained by Dr. Jordan, if Meridew included the tip of either
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Pietrzak or Goble, the Pietrzak and Goble tips would perform their same functions
when incorporated into the Meridew anchor as they do independently. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 149.
2.

Claims 11-12

Regarding Claims 11-12, it would have been obvious to further modify
Meridew (as modified by Goble/Pietrzak) in view of Fucci or Schmieding to include
the claimed retention suture arrangement for substantially the same reasons
discussed above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 149.
3.

Claim 16

Regarding Claim 16, it would have been obvious to further modify Meridew
(as modified by Goble/Pietrzak) in view of Anspach to pierce soft tissue for the same
reasons discussed above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 150.
4.

Claim 18

Claim 18 depends from independent method Claim 13 and recites “wherein
piercing bone with the bone-piercing tip comprises tapping on the inserter with a
hammer.” Meridew does not expressly teach tapping on the inserter with a hammer,
but Pietrzak teaches tapping on its driver handle cover 48 with a hammer (see, e.g.,
Pietrzak at col. 7, ll. 25-53), and Goble teaches tapping on its handle with a hammer
(see, e.g., Goble at col. 2, ll. 9-15). Jordan Dec. at ¶ 151. Further, since Meridew
contemplates an “impacting tip,” Meridew suggests that a force would be applied to
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its anchor, such as the force of a hammer, to cause the impacting. See Meridew at
2:44-49; Jordan Dec. at ¶ 151. Accordingly, it would have been obvious to modify
Meridew to tap on its inserter with a hammer, as taught by Pietrzak and Goble.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 151.
It would have further been obvious because the claimed combination would
merely involve applying a known technique (tapping an inserter with a hammer) to
a similar device in the same way. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 152. In particular, the prior art
contains a “base” device— Meridew—upon which the claimed invention can
allegedly be seen as an improvement. Id. However, the prior art contains comparable
devices—also suture anchors—in Pietrzak and Goble, which have been improved in
the same way as the claimed invention. Id. That is, Pietrzak and Goble teach tapping
on inserters with a hammer to pierce bone with an anchor. Finally, one skilled in the
art could have applied the pointed tip from Pietrzak or Goble to Meridew, and the
results would have been predictable to one of ordinary skill in the art. Id. As
explained by Dr. Jordan, if Meridew included tapping step of Pietrzak or Goble, the
Pietrzak and Goble devices would perform their same functions when incorporated
into the Meridew anchor as they do independently. Id.
D.

Ground 5: Claims 1-2, 5-10, 13-15, and 17-18 are Obvious over
Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble

Claims 1-2, 5-10, 13-15, and 17-18 are unpatentable over a combination of
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U.S. 2004/0093031 to Burkhart in view of either Pietrzak or Goble. Burkhart
teaches all elements of the combination claimed by the ’663 Patent except for the
inclusion of a pointed distal portion. A portion of Burkhart’s Figure 5 is annotated
below.

substantially hollow
cylinder

proximal portion
“medial” portion
with aperture to
receive suture

attaching to inserter

Burkhart does not include a pointed distal end because its pilot hole 90 (seen
above) is pre-formed using a drill or punch. Burkhart at [0026]. However, other prior
art—namely Pietrzak and Goble—teaches that an implant with a pointed tip can be
used to avoid the need for separate pre-drilling or pre-punching steps. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 154-155. Pietrzak and Goble, in essence, teach self-punching implants. See
Pietrzak at 2:45-50 and Goble at 1:32-47 and 2:21-31; Jordan Dec. at ¶ 156-159.
One skilled in the art would have found it obvious to modify Burkhart to
include the pointed distal portions of Pietrzak or Goble to eliminate the need for
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drilling or punching a pilot hole. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 160. The result would resemble,
for example, the following (see Jordan Dec. at ¶ 160-163):

(adapted from Burkhart’s Figures 1 and 9, and Pietrzak’s Figure 1)
The below claim chart shows how the features of Claims 1-2, 5-10, 13-15, and
17-18 are taught by Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble.
Claim
1

1[a]

U.S. Patent No.
Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble
8,926,663
1. A bone
Burkhart provides a bone implant, including an
implant,
interference device 20 and an eyelet implant 50. See,
comprising:
e.g., Figure 8. See also elements 250, 355; Figures 910. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 165.

a substantially
hollow cylinder
comprising
bone-engaging
protrusions
configured to
prevent removal
of the implant
from bone; and

Burkhart’s interference device 20 is provided on an
inner shaft 19 and is thus a substantially hollow
cylinder. See, e.g., Figure 1. Burkhart also teaches
bone-engaging protrusions, such as a screw thread or
annular ribs configured to prevent removal of the
implant from bone. See ¶[0023]. Jordan Dec. at ¶
166.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

1[b]

a bone-piercing
tip that
comprises

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Burkhart provides an implant 50, 25, 355. Burkhart
as modified by Pietrzak or Goble discloses a suture
anchor with a bone-piercing tip.
Pietrzak teaches a suture anchor 10, including a
spear member 12 as shown below in Figure 1.

Goble teaches a similar suture anchor 21, shown in
Figure 3 below. The anchor includes a body 36 that
tapers to a pointed end 35.

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 167-169.
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Claim
1[b][1]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
a distal portion
comprising a
pointed tip
configured to
pierce through
bone and having
a maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble
Pietrzak discloses a suture anchor with a pointed tip
configured to pierce through bone and having a
maximum diameter at its proximal end, as shown in
Figure 1 below. See also Piertzak at col. 2, ll. 45-50.
Pointed tip

Distal portion
Proximal end
Goble teaches a similar suture anchor 21, shown in
Figure 3 below. The anchor includes a body 36 that
tapers to a pointed end 35. See also Goble at col. 1,
ll. 32-47 and col. 2, ll. 21-31.
Pointed tip

Proximal end
1[b][2]

Distal
portion

Jordan Dec. at ¶ 170-171.
a medial portion Burkhart’s bone implant includes an eyelet implant
comprising a
50, for example, having a medial portion with an
transverse
eyelet 55. See the relevant portion of Figure 1,
suture aperture below. See also, e.g., paragraph [0024] and Figures
and having a
7-10.
constant
diameter along
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Medial portion

Medial portion

When modified by Pietrzak or Goble, Burkhart’s
medial portion will have a constant diameter along
its length that is smaller than the distal portion
maximum diameter. Pietrzak’s cone-shaped head
portion 14 has a maximum diameter adjacent the
base 26, which is the proximal end of the coneshaped head portion 14. Further, the shaft portion 16
has a constant diameter along its length that is
smaller than the diameter of the cone-shaped head
portion 14 at the base 26. See, e.g., Figure 2.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Goble’s body 36 which tapers to a pointed end 35
has a maximum diameter adjacent the skirt 37. The
skirt 37 is at the proximal end of the body 36. The
rear end 40 of the suture anchor 21 has a cylindrical
body 39 has a constant diameter along its length that
is smaller than the dimeter of the body 36. See, e.g.,
Figure 3.

Burkhart’s implants 250, 355, when modified by
Pietrzak or Goble, will also meet this feature.
1[b][3]

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 172-175.
a proximal
Burkhart’s bone implant includes an eyelet implant
portion having a 50 having a proximal portion. See, e.g., the relevant
constant
portion of Figure 1, labeled below. The proximal
diameter along portion has a constant diameter along its length that
its length that is is smaller than the medial portion diameter. The
smaller than the proximal portion is configured to couple to the driver
medial portion
100, specifically the inner shaft 19. See, e.g., Figure
diameter and
4.
configured to
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
couple to an
inserter,

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Proximal portion
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 176.
1[b][4]

wherein the
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,

The proximal portion of Burkhart’s eyelet implant
50 is configured to be positioned within a distal
portion of the interference device 20 and not extend
to a proximal end of the interference device 20. See,
e.g., Burkhart’s Figure 7. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 177.

1[c]

wherein the
bone-piercing
tip has a length
that is shorter
than the length

The length of Burkhart’s eyelet implant is shorter
than the length of the interference device 20 as
evidenced by Figures 7 and 8, for example. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 178.
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Claim

1[d]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
and
wherein the
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
maximum
diameter.

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

When modified by one of Pietrzak or Goble, the
inner diameter of Burkhart’s interference device 20
will be smaller than the bone-piercing tip distal
portion maximum diameter.
Pietrzak’s cone-shaped head portion 14 has a
maximum diameter larger than the inner diameter of
the collar member 20. See, e.g., Figure 1, above.
Likewise, Goble’s body 36 has a larger maximum
diameter than the cylindrical body 39. See, e.g.,
Figure 3, above.
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 179-181.

2

5

6

2. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein the
proximal
portion is
cylindrical.
5. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein a
wall of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
is deformable
under axial
stress.
6. The bone
implant of claim
1, wherein the

The proximal portion of Burkhart’s eyelet implant
50 is cylindrical. See, e.g., Figure 1. Jordan Dec. at ¶
182.

When modified with Pietrzak, Burkhart’s implant
will include a wall of the substantially hollow
implant deformable under axial stress.
In Pietrzak, the collar member 20 is deformable
under the axial force of driving the suture anchor 10
into bone. See Pietrzak at col. 8, lines 47-57.
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 183-184.
Burkhart’s implants 50, 250 are distal of the
interference device 20. See, e.g., Figures 7-10.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 185.
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Claim

7

8

8[a]
8[a][1]

8[a][2]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
bone-piercing
tip is positioned
distally of the
substantially
hollow cylinder.
7. The bone
implant of claim
6, wherein the
bone-piercing
tip contacts the
substantially
hollow cylinder.
An inserter and
bone implant
combination,
comprising:
an inserter,
comprising:
a handle,

an outer sleeve
coupled to the
handle and
fixed relative to
the handle, and

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Burkhart’s implant 50 contacts the interference
device 20. See, e.g., Figures 7-8. Jordan Dec. at ¶
186.

Burkhart discloses a driver 100, which is configured
to insert a bone implant (interference device 20 and
implants 50, 250). Jordan Dec. at ¶ 187.
Burkhart discloses a driver 100. See, e.g., Figures 12. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 188.
Burkhart’s driver 100 includes a handle 15. See, e.g.,
Figure 2. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 189.

Burkhart discloses an outer shaft 17. See, e.g.,
Figure 1. Burkhart’s outer shaft 17 is coupled to the
handle 15 and is fixed relative to the handle 15.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 190.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

8[a][3]

an inner tube
disposed within
the outer sleeve;
and
a bone implant
coupled to the
inserter, the
bone implant
comprising:
a substantially
hollow cylinder
having boneengaging
protrusions, and
a bone-piercing
tip comprising a
distal portion
having a
pointed tip, a
medial portion
having a suture
aperture, and a
proximal
portion,
wherein the
pointed tip has a
maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,

Burkhart discloses an inner shaft 19 within the outer
shaft 17. See, e.g., Figure 1. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 191192.

8[b]

8[b][1]

8[b][2]

8[b][3]

Burkhart provides a bone implant, including an
interference device 20 and implants 50, 250, both of
which are coupled to the driver 100. See, e.g.,
Figures 1 and 7-8. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 193.
See 1[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 194.

See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 195-200.

See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 201-205.
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Claim

8[c]

8[d]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
the medial
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and
the proximal
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
medial portion
diameter;
wherein a
portion of the
inner tube
extends distally
through the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and contacts the
bone-piercing
tip,
wherein the
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the
substantially
hollow cylinder

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

A portion of Burkhart’s inner shaft 19 extends
through the outer shaft 17 and contacts the eyelet
implant 50. See, e.g., Figure 1. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 206.

See 1[b][4], above.
The proximal portion is removably coupled to the
driver 100. See, e.g., Figure 7.
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 207.
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Claim

8[e]

8[f]

8[g]

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and is
removably
coupled to the
inserter,
wherein the
length of the
bone-piercing
tip is shorter
than the length
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
wherein the
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
maximum
diameter, and
wherein a distal
end of the outer
sleeve is flush
with an open,
proximal end of
the substantially
hollow cylinder.

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

See 1[c], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 208.

See 1[d], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 209.

As shown in Figure 4, for example, the distal end of
the outer shaft 17 is flush with an open, proximal end
of the interference device 20. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 210.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Distal end of
outer shaft 17,
proximal end of
interference
device 20
9

10

9. The inserter
and bone
implant
combination of
claim 8,
wherein the
inner tube is
configured to
move axially
relative to the
outer sleeve.
10. The inserter
and bone
implant
combination of
claim 8, further
comprising a
suture coupled
to the bone
implant.

The Burkhart inner shaft 19 is configured to move
axially relative to the outer shaft 17. See, e.g., ¶
[0028]. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 211.

Suture 80 passes through Burkhart’s aperture 55 in
the eyelet implant 50. See, e.g., Figure 4. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 212.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

13

13. A method of
fixating a bone
implant within
bone,
comprising:

Burkhart teaches a method of fixating a bone
implant, including an interference device 20 and an
implant 50, 250, 355, within bone. See, e.g., Figures
7-10. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 213.
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Claim
13[a]

U.S. Patent No.
Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble
8,926,663
providing a
Burkhart provides a bone implant, including an
bone implant,
interference device 20 and an eyelet implant 50. See,
comprising:
e.g., Figure 8. See also elements 250, 355; Figures 910. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 214.

13[a][1] a substantially
See 1[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 215.
hollow cylinder,
and
13[a][2] a bone-piercing See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
tip comprising a at ¶ 216.
distal portion
having a
pointed tip, a
medial portion
having a suture
aperture, and a
proximal
portion,
13[a][3] wherein the
See 1[b][1], 1[b][2], and 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec.
pointed tip has a at ¶ 217.
maximum
diameter at its
proximal end,
the medial
portion has a
constant
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
distal portion
maximum
diameter, and

13[a][4] the proximal
portion has a
constant
diameter along
its length that is
smaller than the
medial portion
diameter,

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

See 1[b][3], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 218.

13[a][5] wherein the
See 1[b][4], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 219.
proximal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip is configured
to be positioned
within a distal
portion of the
substantially
hollow cylinder
and not extend
to a proximal
end of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
13[a][6] wherein the
length of the
bone-piercing
tip is shorter
than the length

See 1[c], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 220.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
of the
substantially
hollow cylinder,
and

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

13[a][7] wherein the
See 1[d], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 221.
substantially
hollow cylinder
has an inner
diameter that is
smaller than the
bone-piercing
tip distal portion
maximum
diameter;
13[b]

providing an
inserter,
comprising:
13[b][1] a handle, an
outer sleeve
fixed to the
handle, and
an inner tube
positioned
within the outer
sleeve,
13[b][2] wherein the
bone implant is
coupled to a
distal end of the
inserter and a
suture material
passes through
the suture
aperture of the
bone implant;

See 8[a], above. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 222.
See 8[a][1], 8[a][2], and 8[a][3], above. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 223.

Burkhart’s interference device 20 and eyelet implant
50, for example, are coupled to a distal end of the
driver 100, and suture 80 passes through the aperture
55 in the eyelet implant 50. See, e.g., Figure 4.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 224.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

13[c]

piercing bone
with the bonepiercing tip;

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Burkhart teaches one to form a pilot hole by drilling
or punching. See, e.g., Burkhart at [0026].
However, when modified by Pietrzak or Goble,
Burkhart teaches piercing bone with a bone piercing
tip.

13[d]

13[e]

13[f]

moving the
inner tube
axially relative
to the outer
sleeve;
detaching the
bone implant
from the
inserter; and
withdrawing the
inserter from
the bone, such
that the suture
material and the

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 225-226.
The Burkhart inner shaft 19 is configured to move
axially relative to the outer shaft 17. See, e.g.,
Burkhart at [0028]. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 227.
Burkhart teaches detaching the interference device
20 and the eyelet implant 50 from the driver 100.
See, e.g., Figure 7. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 228.
Burkhart teaches withdrawing the driver 100 from
bone and leaving the eyelet implant 50 and
interference device 20 within the bone. See, e.g.,
Figure 7. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 229.
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Claim

14

15

17

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
bone implant
remain within
the bone.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein the
outer sleeve
holds a
proximal end of
the bone
implant steady
during insertion.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein the
inner tube
pushes against
the bonepiercing tip
while piercing
bone with the
bone-piercing
tip.
The method
of claim 13,
wherein moving
the inner tube
axially relative
to the outer
sleeve moves
the distal
portion of the
bone-piercing
tip closer to a
proximal end of
the substantially
hollow cylinder.

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble

Burkhart’s outer shaft 17 holds the proximal end of
the interference device 20 steady during insertion.
See, e.g., Figure 6. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 230.

When modified by Pietrzak or Goble, Burkhart’s
inner shaft 19 will push against the bone-piercing tip
while the bone-piercing tip pierces bone. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 231.

Burkhart teaches movement of the inner shaft 19
axially relative to the outer shaft 17 that results in
movement of the eyelet implant 50 closer to a
proximal end of the interference device 20. See, e.g.,
Figures 6-7. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 232.
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18

U.S. Patent No.
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The method
of claim 13,
wherein
piercing bone
with the bonepiercing tip
comprises
tapping on the
inserter with a
hammer.

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble
Burkhart, as modified by Pietrzak or Goble, teaches
tapping on the driver 100 to pierce bone with the
bone-piercing tip. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 233-235.

It would have been obvious to modify Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble
for at least one or more of the following reasons.
1.

There is a teaching, suggestion, or motivation in the prior art
that would have led one to combine the prior art teachings to
arrive at the claimed invention

As generally noted above, Burkhart does not include a pointed tip, but instead
teaches pre-drilling or pre-punching a pilot hole. On the other hand, however,
Pietrzak and Goble teach anchors with pointed tips to eliminate the need for predrilling. Eliminating pre-drilling increases efficiency and also provides a more
consistent hole size. Pre-drilled holes, for example, may not have a uniform diameter
due to operator error. See Jordan Dec. at ¶ 237.
In light of Pietrzak or Goble, one skilled in the art would have found it obvious
to provide Burkhart with a pointed tip to eliminate the need for pre-drilling or prepunching a pilot hole. See Jordan Dec. at ¶ 238.
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Claims 1-2, 5-10, 13-15, and 17-18 would have been obvious for at least this
reason.
2.

The claimed invention is merely the result of prior art
elements combined according to known methods to yield
predictable results

In addition to the above reason, Claims 1-2, 5-10, 13-15, and 17-18 would
have been obvious because the claimed invention is merely the result of prior art
elements combined according to known methods to yield predictable results. See
MPEP § 2143 (I)(A).
In particular, one skilled in the art could have combined the elements as
claimed by known methods, and each element, when combined, merely performs the
same function as it does separately. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 239. In particular, if Burkhart
included Pietrzak or Goble’s pointed tip, the pointed tips of Pietrzak and Goble
would perform their same functions when incorporated into the Burkhart anchor as
they do independently.
Finally, one skilled in the art would have recognized that the results of the
combination were predictable. Id. As noted by Dr. Jordan, one could have predicted
how Burkhart would function if it included the Pietrzak or Goble tips. The Pietrzak
or Goble tips would perform the same function in Burkhart as they would in Pietrzak
and Goble, and thus the combination would have been predictable. Id.
3.

The claimed invention is merely a known technique applied
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to a similar device in the same way
Additionally, the claimed combination would have been obvious since it
would merely involve applying a known technique to a similar device in the same
way. See MPEP § 2143 (I)(C).
In particular, the prior art contains a “base” device—Burkhart—upon which
the claimed invention can allegedly be seen as an improvement. However, the prior
art contains comparable devices—also suture anchors—in Pietrzak and Goble,
which have been improved in the same way as the claimed invention. That is,
Pietrzak and Goble include a pointed tip, which eliminates the need for pre-drilling
or pre-punching a hole.
Finally, one skilled in the art could have applied the pointed tip from Pietrzak
or Goble to Burkhart, and the results would have been predictable to one of ordinary
skill in the art. As explained by Dr. Jordan, if Burkhart included the tip of either
Pietrzak or Goble, the Pietrzak and Goble tips would perform their same functions
when incorporated into the Burkhart anchor as they do independently. Jordan Dec.
at ¶ 239.
E.

Ground 6: Claims 3-4 and 11-12 are Obvious over Burkhart in
view of Pietrzak or Goble, and further in view of Schmieding or
Fucci

Claims 3-4 and 11-12 are obvious over Burkhart in view of Pietrzak or Goble,
and further in view of Schmieding or Fucci. These claims relate to a retention suture
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used to connect the bone implant to the inserter, and further relate to the way in
which the retention suture is provided relative to the handle.
Burkhart mentions that its eyelet implant is held in place using a connector,
but does not specify the type of connector. Burkhart at ¶ [0024].
Schmieding and Fucci teach connecting an implant to an inserter using a
retention suture. That suture is then routed through the inserter and exits the inserter
adjacent a handle. The Schmieding and Fucci references thus establish that Claims
3-4 and 11-12 would have been obvious.
Claim
3

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663
The bone
implant of claim
1, further
comprising a
suture coupled
to the bonepiercing tip and
extending
through the
substantially
hollow cylinder.

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble and Fucci or
Schmeiding
When modified by Fucci or Schmieding, for
example, Burkhart will include a suture coupled
to the bone-piercing tip and extending through the
interference device 20.
Fucci discloses suture 38, 38a, 38 coupled to a
bone implant 30, 30a and extending through a
cannulated drive shaft 10 and out a proximal end
20 of a handle portion 16. See, e.g., Figures 1-9;
col. 4, ll. 26-30. In Fucci, the suture is used to
secure a bone implant to the driver 10 “by means
of tension translated to the implant via suture 38
that is passed through the eyelet of the implant.”
Fucci at col. 4, ll. 46-51.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble and Fucci or
Schmeiding

Schmieding discloses suture 32 coupled to a
suture anchor 2. The suture 32 extends through a
cannulated suture anchor driver 34. See, e.g.,
Figure 4. Schmieding explains that “[t]ension on
the suture aids in retaining the suture anchor in
the distal end of the driver.” Schmieding at col. 4,
ll. 45-51.

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 242-244.
4

The bone
Burkhart discloses suture 80 threaded through
implant of claim aperture 55. See, e.g., Figure 4, below. Jordan
3, wherein the
Dec. at ¶ 245.
suture is
threaded
through the
suture aperture.
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Claim

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble and Fucci or
Schmeiding

11

The inserter and
bone implant
combination
of claim 10,
wherein the
suture extends
through an axial
bore in the inner
tube and an
axial bore in the
handle of the
inserter.

When modified by Fucci or Schmieding, for
example, Burkhart will include a suture coupled
to the bone-piercing tip and extending through the
inner shaft 19 and an axial bore of the driver 100.
Fucci discloses suture 38, 38a, 38 coupled to a
bone implant 30, 30a and extending through a
cannulated drive shaft 10 and out a proximal end
20 of a handle portion 16. See, e.g., Figures 1-9;
col. 4, ll. 26-30. In Fucci, the suture is used to
secure a bone implant to the driver 10 “by means
of tension translated to the implant via suture 38
that is passed through the eyelet of the implant.”
Fucci at col. 4, ll. 46-51.
Schmieding discloses suture 32 coupled to a
suture anchor 2. The suture 32 extends through a
cannulated suture anchor driver 34. See, e.g.,
Figure 4. Schmieding explains that “[t]ension on
the suture aids in retaining the suture anchor in
the distal end of the driver.” Schmieding at col. 4,
ll. 45-51.
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Claim

12

U.S. Patent No.
8,926,663

Burkhart and Pietrzak or Goble and Fucci or
Schmeiding

See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 246-248.
The inserter and When modified by Fucci or Schmieding, for
bone implant
example, Burkhart will include a suture exiting
combination
the driver 100 through a hole in the proximal end
of claim 11,
of the handle 15.
wherein the
suture exits the In Fucci, the suture 38a, 38b exits the driver 10
inserter through via a throughbore 22 in the proximal end of the
a hole in a
handle portion 16. See, e.g., Figure 9.
proximal end of
the handle.

In Schmieding, the suture 32 exits the cannulated
suture anchor driver 34 through a hole in a
proximal end of the handle. See, e.g., Figure 4.
See also, Jordan Dec. at ¶ 249-251.
Burkhart modified by Pietrzak or Goble as discussed above does not expressly
teach “a suture coupled to the bone-piercing tip and extending through the
substantially hollow cylinder” as recited in Claim 3. Nor does Burkhart and Pietrzak
or Goble expressly teach the features of Claims 11 and 12: “wherein the suture
extends through an axial bore in the inner tube and an axial bore in the handle of the
inserter” and “wherein the suture exits the inserter through a hole in a proximal end
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of the handle.”
Fucci discloses a specific type of connector. In Fucci, suture 38, 38a, 38b is
coupled to a bone implant 30, 30a, and extends through a cannulated drive shaft 10
and out a proximal end 20 of a handle portion 16. See, e.g., Fucci at Figures 1-9;
4:26-30. In Fucci, the suture is used to secure a bone implant to the driver 10 “by
means of tension translated to the implant via suture 38 that is passed through the
eyelet of the implant.” Fucci at col. 4:46-51; Jordan Dec. at ¶ 253.
Alternatively, Schmieding also discloses a specific type of connector. In
Schmieding, suture 32 is coupled to a suture anchor 2. The suture 32 extends through
a cannulated suture anchor driver 34. See, e.g., Schmeiding at Figure 4. Schmieding
explains that “[t]ension on the suture aids in retaining the suture anchor in the distal
end of the driver.” Schmieding at 4:45-51; Jordan Dec. at ¶ 254.
Accordingly, it would have been obvious to further modify Burkhart to
include the features recited in claims 3, 11, and 12, in order to hold the eyelet implant
50 (for example) in place under tension which aids in retaining the suture anchor and
increases the ease of insertion, as taught by Fucci or Schmieding. Jordan Dec. at ¶
255. The claims are obvious for at least this reason.
Doing so is not only taught by Fucci and Schmieding, but one skilled in the
art could have combined the elements as claimed by known methods. When
combined, each element merely performs the same function as it does separately.
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Jordan Dec. at ¶ 256. In particular, if Burkhart included Fucci’s or Schmieding’s
connector, the connectors of Fucci and Schmieding would perform their same
functions when incorporated into the Burkhart anchor as they do alone. Further, one
skilled in the art would have recognized that the results of the combination were
predictable. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 256. As noted by Dr. Jordan, one could have predicted
how Burkhart would function if it included the Fucci or Schmieding connectors
because they would perform the same function in Burkhart as they do separately.
Jordan Dec. at ¶ 256. The claims would have been obvious for this additional reason.
F.

Ground 7: Claim 16 is Obvious over Burkhart in view of Pietrzak
or Goble, and further in view of Anspach

Dependent claim 16 depends from independent method claim 13, and recites
“further comprising piercing soft tissue with the bone-piercing tip.” Burkhart as
modified by Pietrzak and Goble does not expressly teach piercing soft tissue with a
bone-piercing tip. However, Burkhart, as modified, is certainly capable of piercing
soft tissue. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 257. Further, prior art to Anspach (U.S. Patent No.
5,741,282), for example, teaches piercing soft tissue with a bone-piercing tip. See
Anspach’s Figure 9, copied below:
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Soft tissue

Claim 16 would have been obvious since it would merely involve applying a
known technique (piercing soft tissue with a pointed tip) to a similar device in the
same way. See MPEP § 2143 (I)(C). In particular, the prior art contains a “base”
device—Burkhart—upon which the claimed invention can allegedly be seen as an
improvement. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 259-260. However, the prior art contains comparable
devices in Anspach, which have been improved in the same way as the claimed
invention. That is, Anspach includes a pointed tip, which pierces soft tissue. Jordan
Dec. at ¶ 261. Finally, one skilled in the art could have applied the teachings from
Anspach to Burkhart, and the results would have been predictable to one of ordinary
skill in the art. Jordan Dec. at ¶ 261.
G.

Relative Strengths and Weaknesses of Grounds 1-7

Petitioner has proposed more than one ground relative to each claim of the
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’663 Patent. Petitioner’s position is that the proposed Grounds should not be
dismissed as redundant, and that the Board should institute on all Grounds. To the
extent the Board requires a statement of the relative strengths and weaknesses
relative to the proposed Grounds, Petitioner generally states as follows:
With respect to Grounds 1-3 (based on Meridew alone), Grounds 1-3 may be
considered relatively stronger than Ground 4 (Meridew modified with Goble or
Pietrzak) because Grounds 1-3 demonstrate how Meridew itself discloses each and
every element of the claims, and one skilled in the art need not look to any other
reference to arrive at the alleged “invention” of the challenged claims. Ground 4
illustrates how the claims are unpatentable even under a narrow reading of “bonepiercing” and “pointed,” and in that sense may be considered relatively stronger than
Grounds 1-3, which include a relatively broader interpretation of those terms.
Grounds 1-4 (Meridew) may be considered relatively stronger in some respects than
Grounds 5-7 (Burkhart) because Meridew’s anchor includes a distal portion having
a tip while Burkhart, on the other hand, does not include a distal portion at all. Yet,
as noted above, it would have been obvious to provide Burkhart with the claimed
distal portion.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Substantial, new, and noncumulative technical teachings have been presented
for Claims 1-18. For these reasons, and the disclosures identified above, the
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references above teach and suggest the subject matter of the ’663 Patent in such a
manner that the Petitioner is likely to prevail in showing that the alleged invention
embodied in Claims 1-18 of the ’663 Patent were described by others prior to the
effective filing date of the ’663 Patent. Accordingly, the Petitioner respectfully
requests that the Board grant this petition for inter partes review.
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